
Figure 2: a) Slice from a GIN mouse showing 
the neocortex at 10X magnification. Each 
green cell represents a SST interneuron, or 
GIN cell.  b) Single GIN cell shown at 40X mag-
nification. c) GIN cell shown under DIC that we 
targeted for recording.
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1)  DHPG and carbachol activate GIN inhibitory cells in the 3-12 Hz range
2)  IPSPs were equivalent in number during DHPG and carbachol application, however, they were more rhythmic during car 
     bachol application
3) Investigation of the mechanism responsible for this difference suggested that gap junction coupling strength between GIN 
    cells may be different during carbachol and DHPG.

Differential inhibitory influences during two methods of activation 
in a neocortical slice
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METHODS

INTRODUCTION
1) Application of DHPG or carbachol activates 

GIN cells in the 3-12 Hz range

3) IPSPs in RS cells are more rhythmic during 
carbachol than DHPG

2) Characteristics of RS excitatory IPSPs 
during DHPG and carbachol

4) Changes in gap junction coupling strength 
may underlie differences in IPSP rhythmicity 

during carbachol and DHPG 

-The neocortex contains a diversity of excitatory and inhibitory 
interneuron populations. 

-Dysfunction of cortical inhibitory interneurons is implicated in 
many neurological diseases including schizophrenia, depres-
sion, and epilepsy. 

Figure 1:  Schematic of human brain (left).  The neocortex contains excitatory neu-
rons (right, black) and a diversity of inhibitory interneurons (right, colored). 

-Understanding the properties and function of inhibitory in-
terneurons is fundamental for developing treatments for 
these disorders. 

-We are interested in understanding the role of one type of in-
hibitory interneuron in sensory processing, somatostatin-
positive interneurons (SST; Figure 1, green).

-Our goal in this project is to understand how SST interneu-
rons work together as a network to modulate the activity of 
local excitatory neurons.

-To study these interneurons, we use a transgenic mouse line that expresses 
green fluorescent protein (GFP) only in SST interneurons (Figure 2). SST in-
terneurons are also called “GIN cells”, which stands for GFP-expressing IN-
terneuron.

In vitro electrophysiology:
-In order to understand the behavior of GIN cells we will perform whole-
cell patch clamp recordings (Figure 2C; Figure 3) to measure the electrical 
properties of the recorded cell. Using this approach, we can characterize 
the behavior of the GIN cells under different conditions.

Figure 3: Sample recordings from an excitatory neuron (RS, left), a fast-spiking 
inhibitory interneuron (FS, middle), and a GIN cell (right). Red traces illustrate 
response of the neuron to a negative current pulse. Black traces illustrate re-
ponse of the neuron to a positive current pulse. 

Computational Modeling:
-We will use a previously published integrate-and-fire model that cap-
tures the dynamics of GIN cell behavior (Izhikevich, 2007).

-Top: Schematic of GIN cell network. GIN cells are coupled with gap junc-
tions (black resistor symbols), which promotes synchronous firing between 
coupled GIN cells (GIbson et al, 1999). 

-Bottom: Application of the metabotropic glutamate agonist, DHPG, or the 
cholinergic agonist, carbachol, each activates GIN inhibitory cells in the 3-12 
Hz frequency range. Other cell types, including RS and FS cells, while mildly 
depolarized by both drugs, generally do not fire during DHPG or carbachol 
application under our condtions. 95% of GIN cells were activated by DHPG, 
and 94% by carbachol (Fanselow et al, 2008).

-Left: Here we decided to record from excitatory neurons (RS) during carbachol 
and DHPG. Because GIN cells form inhibitory synapses onto excitatory neurons 
we expect to see an increase in the number of inhibitory post-synaptic potentials 
(IPSPs) in the excitatory neurons during carbachol and DHPG. 

-Right: Sample recordings from two different RS cells. Before application of 
DHPG, the membrane potential of the RS cell is relatively quiet. During DHPG, 
however, downward deflections in the membrane potential are observed (called 
IPSPs) which reflect synaptic input from an active GIN cell. Likewise, an in-
creased number of IPSPs were observed during carbachol (bottom two traces). 
Group data illustrate significant increases in IPSP number during DHPG and car-
bachol relative to before drug conditions (data not shown; n=23 for DHPG and 
n=17 for carbachol).

-Top left: Although carbachol and DHPG induce similar 
increases in the number of IPSPs, when we examine the 
timing we determined that during carbachol, but not 
DHPG, IPSPs occur at a particular time interval, as seen 
by the peak in the histogram at ~150ms during carbachol. 
During DHPG IPSPs do not occur at a specific time.

-Top right: By examining the power spectrum of the RS 
cell membrane potential, we can see that during carba-
chol a peak emerges at ~8-10 Hz, again indicating that 
IPSPs occur rhythmically.

-Right: Group data illustrating that during carbachol there 
is significantly increased power in the 3-12 Hz range, but 
not during DHPG.
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-To determine the mechanism for increased rhythmicity during carbachol, 
we constructed a computational model of a network of gap junction coupled 
GIN cells. The output of this network represents a RS cell that is getting syn-
aptic input from all of the GIN cells in the network.  

-As we increase the gap junction coupling strength from 0 to 0.03 to 0.3 we 
observe increased synchrony between GIN cells (top traces).  To determine 
the network output we calculated the spike times of each GIN cell in the net-
work (middle raster plots), convolved them with an IPSP waveform, and 
summed across the population (bottom traces). 
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS:
1) A drug very similar to DHPG has been shown to decrease gap junction coupling strength (Landisman et al, 2005).  We will   
    determine if our model’s predictions are correct by measuring if DHPG decreases gap junction coupling between GIN cells.
2) IPSP timing is very important for controlling the activity of RS excitatory neurons. We wish to investigate next whether the  
    difference in IPSP timing during DHPG and carbachol has differential effects on RS cell activity.

-We determined that as the strength of the gap junctions is increased a rhyth-
mic pattern emerges in the network, similar to what we observed during car-
bachol.


